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or Meghan Markle, there was a moment when everything
clicked. Sitting in the Toronto home of her good friend,
stylist Jessica Mulroney, she looked on as her boyfriend,
Prince Harry, introduced himself to Jessica’s three kids.
The royal put his all into winning over 6-year-old twins
Brian and John and 3-year-old Ivy. “He was goofing
around and really got on with them,” says a friend of the
couple. “Ivy really took to him. It was heartwarming.” Watching
her prince charm the little ones certainly melted Markle’s heart.
Reveals the friend, “She said seeing him play with those kids
made her realize he was The One.”
And Harry knows he’s found a
worthy princess. A source predicts
the 32-year-old former Apache
helicopter pilot — fifth in line to
the British throne — will propose
to the Suits star near the anniversary of their first date. “They’ll be
engaged by the end of summer,”
says the source, adding that Markle
and the Eton-educated royal “have
spoken candidly about their future.
They see a life together.” One that
includes children. According to the
friend, Harry — the self-described
“fun uncle” to tiny heirs Prince
George, 3, and Princess Charlotte,
22 months — and Markle, who

recently spoke to Lifestyle Magazine
about her “dream to have a family,”
have broached the topic of kids. Says
the friend, “They have chatted about
what they would be like as parents.”
Envisioning the fairy-tale ending
that could be hers has left the
35-year-old actress “on cloud nine,”
says a source. “They’re so in love. I
honestly can’t stress how happy she
is. Out of 10, I’d say 150.”

A ROYAL WEDDING?

While the two aren’t actively selecting invites or tasting cake, Harry
sees nuptial planning in their future.
According to the source, the prince

“has told friends he can see their
relationship going the distance.”
Of course, before a proposal,
Markle needs to receive the queen’s
blessing. And while it took Duchess
Kate five years to score an introduction to Queen Elizabeth II, “Harry
would like to do it by the summer.”
Though the royal has yet to work out
the details, he feels it’s something he
should do, says a pal, “and he’s keen
to make an introduction.”
Markle — previously wed to talent
manager Trevor Engelson — is
a touch more apprehensive. The
daughter of clinical therapist Doria
and former Married . . . With Children director of photography Tom
“is a little nervous about the thought
of it happening,” admits a Markle
friend. “But in the way you would
be if you were meeting your future
in-laws.” A Buckingham Palace aide
says the Northwestern University
grad, who has already met Harry’s
dad, Prince Charles, along with
brother Prince William and Kate,
has no reason to worry. “The queen
is fully supportive,” says the aide.

Heating up — literally!
The prince and actress
Meghan Markle
could be engaged by
summer’s end

Date night!
The couple
visited
London’s
Soho House
Feb. 3.

BY SAR AH GROSSBART

Ready to Propose!
HARRY’S
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“She wants to see her grandchildren
happy, and she’s delighted to see
Harry in a loving relationship.”

but taken up residence at Harry’s
two-bedroom Kensington Palace
flat. (Before flying back to Toronto
in late February, she had spent just
three weeks away from the palace,
and a source says security has taken
to waving her in as if she were a
permanent resident.) An insider says
the two won’t make an official call
on cohabiting until she wraps her
series this summer, but “Meghan
feels a move to London is inevitable,” says the source. “It’s not like
Harry can uproot!”
At least Nott Cott already feels like
home for her. Along with storing a
few personal necessities in the pad, a
short walk from William and Kate’s
21-room spread, Markle has added
some small touches. “Harry knows
very little about interior design, and
that’s something Meghan is particularly good at,” explains a Markle

HEIR APPARENT

Love, marriage . . . baby carriage?
The progression makes sense for
the pair of nine months. “They both
love kids,” says a source. Californiaraised Markle, who has spent the
last six years filming her USA legal
drama in Toronto, told Lifestyle
that while she enjoys being able to
“travel the world and see so many
amazing things, it will also be nice
to be anchored to something
grounded and in the same
place. Raising a family
will be a wonderful part
MEGHAN IS AT ANG
of that.” Harry has also
EXCITING TURNIN ,
mused about his desire
POINT IN HER LIFE
for little ones, telling
AND HARRY IS VEFRY
U.K.’s Sky News in 2015,
MUCH PART O ”
“Of course I would love
THAT EXCITEMENT.
to have kids.”
KLE SOU RCE TEL LS US

pal. “He has a few more plants, nice
candles — and his kitchen is wellstocked too!” Thanks to Markle, he
also knows what to do with the ingredients. A source says Harry and
the avid foodie (she has said an ideal
night is staying in and cooking) “have
learned a lot of new dishes together.”
They do make it out of their love
nest, though: Among their go-to
spots are casual sushi joint Kurobuta, rustic gastropub the Sands
End and swanky members-only club
Soho House, where mutual friend
and creative director Markus Anderson introduced them last June. “They
genuinely enjoy going to restaurants,
being outdoors and experiencing new
places,” says a source of the pair, who
recently saw Oscar-nominated film
Hidden Figures at a luxury movie
theater in Notting Hill. And should
they be spotted by an eagle-eyed

admirer, that’s fine too. Says a palace
aide, “They’re not trying to hide.”
The couple intend to explore more
than just the streets of London. Avid
travelers (they visited Norway in
January to catch the northern lights),
they often “talk about what places
they want to visit,” says a source.
Their dream list goes beyond standard tropical locales. Says a source:
“More adventure trips!”
And since the early days of their
romance, they’ve discussed their
desire to change the world. Inspired
by his mom, the late Princess Diana,
Harry cofounded the Sentebale charity to help children affected by AIDS
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Meghan’s Other Loves

Planning for a shared future also
means deciding on a shared address.
Since late December, Markle has all
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These fans waited
since 8 A.M. Feb. 21
to see Harry at
a Walking With
the Wounded
event in London.
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Booted up
in traditional
British wellies,
Markle
shopped Feb. 5
in London.

5

1. In a Sept. 15 pic, Markle
dubbed beagle Guy (left)
and Lab-shepherd mix
Bogart “my boys.” A source
says when she met Harry,
“one of the first things
they spoke about were her
dogs.” 2. Markle encouraged
her 1.5 million Instagram
followers to adopt with this
Oct. 30 photo of her rescues.
3. “A moment of Zen,” the
Toronto resident captioned
this Nov. 6 shot. 4. Brit in
training? Markle said Guy’s
Union Jack sweater (Dec. 3)
was a hand-me-down.
5. “Lazy Sunday with my
Guy,” she wrote Oct. 16.
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and launched the Invictus Games
for wounded veterans. Markle,
who serves as a global ambassador
for World Vision and an advocate
for U.N. Women, traveled to India
in January to learn about issues
facing women in the country’s more
impoverished communities. As she
explained on her lifestyle blog, The
Tig, “This type of work is what feeds
my soul, and fuels my purpose.”
The source says they’ve considered combining forces to do good:
“They speak about maybe working
together on a project.” The timing
is right for Markle, who’s “ready to
move away from acting,” explains
a Markle insider, adding that the
upcoming seventh season of Suits
will likely be her last. “She’s started
thinking of the bigger picture.”

HEARTS GROW FONDER

For the near future, though, the pair
have to endure a few more months of
long-distance dating. In late March,
Markle reports back to the Suits set
in Toronto, while Harry is committed to four official engagements
abroad, including a trip to New
Zealand in June. “They’re so used to
being with each other, it’s going to
be surreal spending this much time
apart,” says the friend. To cope, the
duo are planning a few vacations —
“one very soon and another in late
summer,” says a source — and Harry
is squeezing in at least one trip to
Canada. Says the source, “He’s aware
of the fact that she’s traveled so much
for him and wants it to be fair.” That’s
also where they’ll make their first official outing as a couple, when Harry
hosts his third Invictus Games in late
September. Says a Markle source,
“Meghan will be by his side.”
Soon, predicts a Harry source, they
won’t have to worry about navigating
the ocean between them. “This is the
happiest Meghan has ever been,” says
the close Markle source. “And Harry
is very much a part of that. They’ve
found something in each other that’s

so pure and so special.”

PALACE
DWELLERS AGAIN!

Will, Kate and the kids say “cheerio” to country living

L

ondon is calling for
Prince William and
Duchess Kate. A
source says the royals,
currently stationed
at their 10-bedroom
Norfolk country house,
Anmer Hall, “are looking
forward” to making
Kensington Palace
(right) their full-time
home in late August. To
prepare for the move,
the parents are setting
George up at Wetherby Kensington School (affiliated with the prestigious
academy William and Harry attended) and scouting preschools for little
sister Charlotte. “Will and Kate are making security arrangements,” says the
source, adding that the couple plan to be part of daily drop-off. Living at the
recently renovated 21-room Apartment 1A means they can take on more royal
engagements and charity projects. (One priority: the mental health initiative
Heads Together.) Says the source, “They see it as a new chapter.”
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Ü WALLIS SIMPSON

Before abdicating his throne to
marry the two-time divorcée
in 1937, Edward VIII presented
her with a 19.77-carat emerald
ring. It was inscribed with the
words WE ARE OURS NOW.
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The family of four
attended church
last Christmas in
Bucklebury, England.

Ü PRINCESS DIANA

When Harry’s dad proposed to
a 20-year-old Diana in 1981,
she got to select her gem. She
later explained her 18-carat
oval sapphire, surrounded by 14
diamonds, “was the biggest.”

Ü DUCHESS KATE

“This is my way of keeping her
sort of close to it all,” William
noted of using his mother’s
sapphire ring to propose to
college sweetheart Kate during
a 2010 trip to Kenya.

How the
Royals Do
Bling

Diamonds may be a
commoner’s best friend,
but for these titled ladies,
no one gem fits all

Ü SARAH FERGUSON

While wed to Prince Andrew
(he proposed in 1986), the
Duchess of York wore an ovalcut Burmese ruby from Garrard
Jewelers — the same shop that
made Diana’s stunner!

Ü SOPHIE, COUNTESS
OF WESSEX

Like brothers Charles and Andrew,
Prince Edward picked a ring from
Garrard Jewelers: a 2-carat oval
flanked by heart-shape bling.

Ü CAMILLA, DUCHESS
OF CORNWALL

Royal recycling! For his second
proposal in 2005, Charles used
a traditional diamond that once
belonged to the Queen Mum.

Ü QUEEN ELIZABETH II

Prince Philip’s 1946 gift to his bride
was personal. The diamonds — a
3-carat solitaire surrounded by five
smaller jewels — came from a tiara
owned by his mother!
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